June 7, 2010

To Whom I May Concern,
I LOVE MY NEW KITCHEN!! Jim (my husband) wanted to do the work
himself, but after the new stove we had bought to start the project had passed its seventh
year in the garage, he finally admitted he just didn’t have the time. When I gave him the
kitchen ultimatum, I had a plan.
We had seen a lot of Dave’s other work and knew he was an excellent finish
carpenter. I knew Jim would only trust a few people to come into our house and do any
work - Dave was our first choice.
Since we had been planning this for so long (in my case, 20 years), we had a
ballpark idea of how much it was going to cost. Dave’s bid was very reasonable and so
was his timetable for getting the job done, so we jumped in. I will admit we did tweak a
few things along the way but Dave never balked and the job was done in the time period
he quoted. Dave said it was important to him to get the job done right AND on time.
Along the way I was impressed by the professionalism of the process. Care was
taken in the areas of the house surrounding the kitchen: floors that needed to be walked
on to get to the kitchen were covered; anything on the adjoining walls was removed or
moved away from the walls so it would not be damaged; the construction dust and dirt
contained in the kitchen area and cleaned up every night so we could go in and observe
the days progress. All questions were answered along the way and our suggestions and
ideas were valued and seriously considered for implementation. I would do another
project with Dave anytime.
The kitchen looks great and is everything I wanted it to be. I love to cook and now
I love to spend time in my kitchen just looking at it. THANKS DAVE!!
Jim & Cay Warner

